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Visualizing and Comparing Machine Learning Predictions to Improve Human-AI Teaming

on the Example of Cell Lineage

Jiayi Hong, Ross Maciejewski, Alain Trubuil, and Tobias Isenberg

Abstract—We visualize the predictions of multiple machine learning models to help biologists as they interactively make decisions about cell lineage—the development of a (plant) embryo from a single ovum cell. Based on a confocal microscopy dataset, traditionally, biologists manually constructed the cell lineage, starting from this observation and reasoning backward in time to establish their inheritance. To speed up this tedious process, we make use of machine learning (ML) models trained on a database of manually established cell lineages to assist the biologist in cell assignment. Most biologists, however, are not familiar with ML, nor is it clear to them which model best predicts the embryo’s development. We thus have developed a visualization system that is designed to support biologists in exploring and comparing ML models, checking the model predictions, detecting possible ML model mistakes, and deciding on the most likely embryo development. To evaluate our proposed system, we deployed our interface with six biologists in an observational study. Our results show that the visual representations of machine learning are easily understandable, and our tool, LineageD+, could potentially increase biologists’ working efficiency and enhance the understanding of embryos.

Index Terms—Visualization, visual analytics, machine learning, comparing ML predictions, human-AI teaming, plant biology, cell lineage.

1 INTRODUCTION

In biology, a plant cell (the parent) normally divides into two daughters (or sister) cells over time, and an embryo grows to eventually comprise hundreds of cells. The sister cell was the other cell that divided from the same parent cell with the target cell. To explore the history of an embryo’s development, biologists use a 3D microscopy snapshot and assign sister relationships for every cell in the embryo. They do this reasoning iteratively and backward in time across a series of snapshots to arrive at the previous cell division stage. For each generation, biologists search for the right sister cell of every cell. They continue this process until they finish all the generations and build the hierarchical tree. The datasets used in this process are extremely imbalanced because one cell can only have one correct sister cell, yet the cell usually has a dozen or more neighbors. As such, the manual assignment of the cell lineage for embryos of realistic sizes (several hundreds of cells) is extremely time-consuming and tedious. However, with the help of machine learning (ML), this procedure can be made significantly easier as it is a binary classification problem—two neighboring cells are sisters or not. In our previous work, we developed a tool called LineageD [16] with an ML model to help with cell assignments. Using only a single model, however, gave unsatisfying predictions mainly because of the limited datasets. Also, there is no guarantee that the same model will perform correctly (or incorrectly) for another cell pair at another division stage. For instance, although neural networks have a high accuracy rate, their recall is low. This means that for some specific cell divisions, they cannot provide precise predictions. In contrast, Gaussian naive Bayes has a relatively high recall. Overall, in 99.69% of all cases at least one model gave correct predictions for our specific training data. The use of different ML classifiers can thus help the experts in such situations because together they can potentially cover most cases. Ideally, the biologist thus trains multiple models and explores which model or groups of models are most reliable for a given assignment.

In the visualization community, researchers have focused on finding and training an “optimal” model to solve a given domain problem [21], [45]. Visualization tools have been developed to illustrate all steps of the machine learning pipeline, including data processing, training, and evaluation (e.g., [33]). However, even highly optimized models with high accuracy still have the potential to provide wrong predictions. In our cell lineage scenario, if a model wrongly predicts the assignments in the first few generations, the predictions for the following generations are almost certainly incorrect as well. Thus, biologists cannot exclusively rely on a completely automatic ML process. Instead, a human-AI teaming approach is preferred, where experts can observe, control, and update the labeling process. However, little work has concentrated on how to enhance this human-AI teaming [12], [25] to assist experts in the decision-making process, rather than focus their efforts on improving a given model’s performance. To fill this gap, we visually represent the different ML predictions to assist the biologists, allowing them to better understand the classifiers and enabling them to efficiently derive the correct lineage.

We collaborated with plant biologists and explored how to use Human-AI Teaming to help with the cell lineage problem based on our feedback from LineageD. We collected 93 embryo datasets

1. We use the term human-AI Teaming in reference to systems whose machine intelligence modules can be controlled as well as potentially overruled by the human users based on their professional experience. For more discussion on this point please see our Section 6.
We work toward improving the interaction of domain experts with multiple machine learning models rather than training better models. Here we summarize the relevant literature on the visualization of hierarchical information in the field of biology and the visualization of machine learning model output.

2 Related Work

We work toward improving the interaction of domain experts with multiple machine learning models rather than training better models. Here we summarize the relevant literature on the visualization of hierarchical information in the field of biology and the visualization of machine learning model output.

2.1 Visualization of Hierarchical Information in Biology

Various visual representations exist for general hierarchies and specifically for cell lineage. General approaches focus on building different kinds of hierarchical representations [37] [38]. Besides showing the necessary hierarchical information, biologists usually need to add additional information to the current tree design, e.g., time [11], relative object sizes [16], etc. In our scenario, we also need to add model predictions for each cell in the tree and visually track the manual adjustments. Previous work dealt with similar requirements, and, in the past, researchers have created various dedicated visual representations for bioinformatics data. Eisen et al. [11], e.g., designed a representation with colored nodes to represent DNA data that relies on a basic cluster dendrogram with additional temporal data, which resulted in a representation akin to a heatmap. Based on this design, the Hierarchical Clustering Explorer [39] added scattergrams to visualize DNA gene samples clustering under different conditions and provides an overview of different clustering results and detailed information with linked views. These examples inspired us to augment a traditional hierarchy view with other representation techniques like bar charts.

Along with 2D representations, researchers have also investigated approaches to visualize biological data using 3D views. Arena3D [29], e.g., presents network data both on a 2D graph and in 3D space. This combination helps users solve the overlapping and intersection problems inherent to 3D views when the entities reach the thousands. Unlike this and other similar work, in our application the detailed predictions for individual cells—usually nodes or points in the diagram—are as important as the overview of the results. In this case, we need to ensure that biologists can easily navigate the tree, see the prediction overview, and track the manual assignments. We visualize cell history in a 2D tree based on icicle plots and add representations directly to the tree.

There is also similar work in which researchers visualized the cell lineage to enhance the biologists’ understanding. In Salvador et al.’s [34] CeLaVi tool, for example, the assigned cell lineage is visualized in a hierarchical tree, and the cells’ positions are indicated with a circle in a 3D environment. The two views are closely connected, so biologists can target cells from the tree or the 3D view. In addition, CeLaVi allows researchers to highlight a specific gene and visualize the overall gene expression pattern in a heatmap. Though it supports the efficient analysis of the cell lineage, the tool does not support the building or the adjustment of the hierarchical tree, which is imported from a static file. Also, the 3D view only contains the cells’ positions, without the cell shapes or shared surfaces. The lineage hierarchy itself, traditionally, is mostly being established manually with tools such as OsiriX [32], TrackMate [46], Fiji ImageJ [35] with the TreeJ plugin, but these tools typically rely on 2D slices.

Because the hierarchy results from numerous cell divisions and the position decides each cell division orientation and angle of the mitotic spindle [19], we also investigated automatic algorithms to predict the hierarchy. Researchers have explored diverse machine learning models to predict the division planes [22], [23]. These prediction methods, in the past, have been based on microscopy slices [22]; however, the ML requires specifically prepared training data and the organization of results is difficult. Therefore, we work with the 3D model instead of the image data and use extracted numerical information for the training of our ML models.
2.2 Visualization of ML Model Output

ML prediction processes can be assisted by visualization. Researchers have enhanced, e.g., the interpretability of ML models [5], [33], with problems ranging from clustering [18] to classification [45]. Visual support can assist practitioners in understanding where, why, and how ML models make predictions [33]. Such work needs to show the steps of model generation as well as the actual prediction, including data preparation [43], model training [20], [21], [45], results evaluation [9], and model comparison [18].

In our case, however, the biologists are most interested in the final results of the model predictions—the final cell lineage hierarchy—rather than the ML model generation. We thus concentrate on the visualization of the model output. Prior work in visualizing model output has focused on illustrating the results and comparing predictions. For evaluating ML model results, designers use different representations depending on the prediction type, such as stacked bar charts to represent counts of data points in a cluster [18], scatter plots to show classification results [17], and histograms for visualizing perplexity [30]. Inspired by these representations, we used a variety of representations to show diverse details, such as using bar charts to show the overall predictions and semi-donut charts to represent model predictions for an individual cell.

Another field that can potentially help biologists better engage with machine learning models is interactive machine learning. It uses people’s feedback to re-train the ML model to get better results [42] or to pick the optimal model among multiple models [43]—approaches that we do not adopt. EMA proposed by Cashman et al. [7], for instance, is a process that asks people to explore different models and select their preferred ones. Also, Gil et al. [13] proposed human-guided machine learning (HGML) to encourage domain experts to fully use relevant knowledge in getting a high-quality model, even if they have no experience in ML. The work done by Sugawara et al. [44] is also relevant as it uses deep learning to deal with image datasets to annotate, train, and predict cell tracking. These examples provided us with good examples of how to help biologists understand how models perform and enhance their overall experience: we need to visualize the properties and performance of the different models. However, in our work, instead of generating the best model, which is impossible due to the limited manual lineages available as training data and the fact that experts occasionally disagree on what is the correct lineage, we focus on enabling the experts to fully control the results.

We also focus our system design on enhancing trust between the biologists and the machine learning models. Previous work has shown that interaction can be critical in establishing people’s trust in machine learning models. Dietvorst et al. [10] showed that people would likely trust models more if the system allows them to disagree with some predictions. Such trust could establish people’s beliefs and their willingness to use the system and complete specific tasks [40]. When interacting with multiple models, examining various predictions and deciding which model to trust are also types of interaction to control model predictions. Thus, biologists need to interact with the prediction results, especially when they have no experience in dealing with machine learning models. As previously stated, producing a single ideal model for cell lineage classification is impossible. To overcome this issue, we produce multiple machine-learning models for biologists to compare and decide on. Such comparisons of ML prediction results are different from traditional comparative visualization [27], [47], which is to understand how datasets are similar or different. We visualize and compare predictions from five different models for one specific pair to help the biologists understand the model performance of each model better and make decisions based on overall predictions.

3 System Design

Based on this background, we set out to support the biologists in their work with a system that uses visualization to allow them to interpret the ML predictions for their cell lineage tasks. In this Section, we detail the design process of the LineageD+ tool.

3.1 Design Considerations

We summarized the biologists’ feedback towards our previous tool LineageD [16], and discussed with a biologist in monthly meetings. Based on the results, we set a number of design goals for the new system. First, we wanted to take the biologists’ traditional work process into account and support them in getting fully involved. As we saw in our study of LineageD, biologists are keen on their familiar components and interactions, even though they can be less efficient. We decided to keep the typical workflow and, at the same time, introduce advanced techniques to improve efficiency such as ML. Biologists usually do not have experience in ML, and they rarely care about the details of such models. Instead, they are concerned about how much a model can help them with making the assignments. Even though they do not care about the details behind the models, enhancing their control over the models, such as selecting customized features, could help us to increase their involvement and establish usage confidence. As such, we need to provide intuitive and efficient interactions to detect wrongly-paired cells and correct them if needed.

With the goal of better integration of ML in mind, we then reflected on the feedback from LineageD. The lack of a sufficient amount of training data prevents us from following the ideal approach, which would be to establish an optimal ML model as we did with LineageD. Furthermore, even experts can have difficulties deciding the right sister for a specific cell, and any given manual lineage solution is thus not necessarily unique. While more research into ML support for cell lineage may produce such an optimal model in the future, our focus is on training multiple models such that diverse models can cover most pairing cases. Also, biologists can compare their predictions and decide on which model to use in a given assignment. Our visualization and interaction design should help biologists to compare the different ML models and make informed decisions. With diverse models, our follow-up consideration was that we need to guide the biologists on the variety of ML predictions at a local level for each proposed pairing. Showing them one hierarchical tree per ML model would likely overwhelm them. Instead, it makes more sense to show them a single hierarchy (level) based on the most likely prediction, and then to show them the model disagreement for each cell or cell pairing. This local presentation of differences in the ML predictions should augment the global comparison of the different models.

Besides the ML prediction visualization, we need to visualize the uncertainty. The reason is that the cell lineage is deducted backward in time from a single stage of the plant embryo’s development, which makes the process inherently uncertain. As just noted, even experts sometimes come up with various hierarchies for the same dataset that differ in details. The manually-assigned embryos we received from the biologists for generating the training datasets range from 2-cell embryos to 256-cell embryos, covering a wide range in the development history. Overall we had
To determine the features to use for the ML, we asked our collaborators, who can have several options for selecting cell lineage, or even none at all. Our goal is to showcase the models’ confidence in their predictions to allow biologists to understand the uncertainty.

### 3.2 ML Features, Model Training, and Prediction

To determine the features to use for the ML, we asked our collaborator about which properties biologists check when they decide on which cells are sisters. We also referred to established, universal division rules [2], [11]. Finally, we took each pairing in the manually assigned datasets as a record to be able to produce our training data. Based on these considerations, we extracted 8 properties with 12 features in total from the cell pairings as follows:

1. The normalized distance between two neighboring cells, computed from their respective centers (mean vertex positions),
2. The angle between the line that connects both centers and the weighted average normal of the shared surface,
3. The number of direct neighbors of each of the two cells (i.e., two features as the value for the paired cell is independent),
4. The ratio of the volumes between the two paired cells,
5. The ratio of the surface area between the two paired cells,
6. The ratio of the area of the shared surface to the surface of each cell (2 features),
7. The layer count from the surface of the embryo in which each of the two cells are located (2 features), and
8. The generation of a cell in the division process along with the total cell count in this generation (2 features).

For the first property, we normalize all distances between adjacent cells in a generation to the interval [0, 1], 0 being the minimum distance and 1 being the maximum. This property encodes how close two sister cells are as compared with other adjacent pairs in the same generation. With the second feature we encode the orientation of the shared surface with respect to the centers of both sister cells, and pairings with low angles are more likely to be sisters than those with higher angles—as confirmed by our collaborator. As we show schematically in Figure 2, we compute the lines that connect both centers of a potential pairing and then compute the angle of this line to the weighted average normal of the shared surface (Figure 2(b)). For the seventh property, we first classify all surface cells as layer 1 and others as internal cells. We then ignore all surface cells and iterate the algorithm, marking the next layer as layer 2, etc. With this layer marking we capture the two different types of cell divisions, periclinal and anticlinal. In periclinal division, cells divide into two in a row, while cells with anticlinal division divide into two cell columns. Younger embryos usually divide periclinally, while anticlinal division often produces cells with new functionality. We capture this aspect through the layer property, along with the eighth property, the cell generation.

We used these 8 properties to pre-train our ML models using all 12 features. In addition, we allow the biologists to customize the feature selection and to train new models with only a subset of features if they desire. In LineageD+ we support 5 different machine learning techniques: support-vector-machines (SVM), random forest [6], k-nearest neighbors (KNN; we used k = 5), artificial neural network, and Gaussian naive Bayes. Based on the datasets, we picked supervised machine learning classifiers which are applicable to train and predict online. In this way, users can directly re-train the model locally without setting up the corresponding environment. Models from other families, such as XGBoost [8], could also potentially provide different results. We excluded these, however, because either they require external package installation (e.g., sd3), making the website less accessible, or they do not support online real-time training.

To train our models, we treat the cell lineage prediction problem as a classification problem. This means that the ML should predict, for a given potential pairing, whether these neighboring cells are, in fact, sisters or not. We use our manually specified lineage datasets and extract, for each generation in this data, all potential cell pairings of neighboring cells in a given generation and classify them either as a correct sister pairing or as an incorrect pairing. This way, we capture both positive and negative targets from our input data. In total, we had 47,132 records with 43,392 negative targets and 3,740 positive ones. We had a lot more negative targets than positive targets as each cell has many direct neighbors but only a single correct sister. To solve this issue of our highly imbalanced training data, we use randomly over-sampling and under-sampling [24]. Finally, to analyze the stability of the models, we used a k-fold cross-validation approach (k = 50) and derived each model’s accuracy rate and recall value, as we show in Table 1.

For our actual prediction of a new hierarchy level [1], we first use all five models independently to predict all possible sister cells for any given cell. For each positive prediction, we then weight the prediction by the corresponding model accuracy. We also weight it with a customizable model weight to allow biologists to control the influence of each model (1 by default). For each proposed pair, we...
Fig. 3. The connection of visualization design in the different information levels. Here, we use Cell 9 as an example of the target cell. At the top, we place all the predicted sister cells from each model horizontally. Then, for each proposed sister cell, we calculate the proportion combined with the model weights and accuracy rates. We transform it into a semi-donut chart, with the grey area representing the uncertainty. To show how likely a proposed sister can be the right sister cell for the target cell in the middle. We also transform it into a vertical bar chart to give biologists a quick overview—without the need to unfold a detailed view—of the general model confidence of a supposed pair as shown at the bottom.

thus get the average prediction across the five models. We then sort all pairs by their probabilities and filter those with a probability value lower than 0.4. This means that we only consider those pairs on which at least two models agree. There are cases, however, when cell A has the most likely sister cell B, while for cell B the most likely sister cell is another cell C. In these situations we sum up the probabilities of these two pairs separately for each child cell and then pick the pair with a higher probability. In this way every cell can be marked with a comparatively most likely sister.

3.3 Visualization Design

Based on these design considerations and our ML setup, we created LineageD+ with a particular emphasis on the visualization of ML model parameters, on features to support mistake detection, and on interactive decision-making to improve the biologists’ workflow.

3.3.1 Visualization of ML prediction data

The multi-model prediction process described in Section 3.2 allows us to produce a single (partial, bottom-up) hierarchy similar to our previous one-model approach [16]—which we show in an icicle plot. The color of each cell in the 3D view and the hierarchical tree is identical. We encode the cells’ relative spatial positions with a color map based on the work of Ovsjanikov et al. [26], whose color encoding ensures that close 3D locations have perceptually similar colors, while distant objects are perceptually far in color. Our multi-model prediction, however, provides the users with more information about each pairing and the overall model parameters, so that we adjust the visuals accordingly.

We collected the model predictions from the five models, summarized them based on cell names, and connected different views for biologists to check (Figure 3). We introduce the details from bottom to top, following the biologists’ interaction order. Figure 4 represents the view after the prediction. In this view, we sort the bar charts descending from top to bottom so viewers can focus more on the most likely predictions. In Figure 4, the vertically stacked bar chart of cell 9 has three parts and an additional gray area. This representation means that, for cell 9, the ML models proposed three potential sisters. The colors of the bar chart elements match the colors of the target cells, so we can see that the majority of the predictions go to cell 23, which actually was chosen as the most likely sister in the pairing. The gray area at the bottom of the bar chart represents the accumulated uncertainty of all of the ML models based on the accuracy rates and model weights. For cell 23, the ML models predicted three possible sisters, and the most possible sister cell is cell 9, thus confirming the match. We place the vertical bar on the side near the proposed sister (i.e., on the “inside” of each paring) to allow biologists to directly compare the individual predictions of any given pair. For those cells without predicted sisters, we add a diagonal line texture upon the nodes to indicate that the ML models consider them not to have divided at this stage (or are not confident enough to make a pairing).

While this overview can provide the biologists with a general sense of the model predictions, the possible alternative matches are not obvious. Also, the ML models occasionally do not predict the correct sister, as indicated by the gray mark based on our previously determined model accuracy rate. Thus, the biologists need to be able to see all adjacent cells and investigate them individually. For this purpose, we designed a half-donut pie chart (Figure 5), inspired by previous work on necklace maps [41], to show all predicted cell names with the proportions indicating the probabilities. In addition, we list all remaining direct neighbors of the selected cell (i.e., those not included in any prediction) in a line below the cell for the biologists’ reference. What this representation still does not show is the individual model predictions, i.e., which sisters were predicted by which model. We thus created a pop-up view to show...
We chose this assignment to first show the biologists the most likely mistakes that they need to address, and, as they move from left to right, they can stop once they feel that the remainder of the assignments is reliable. Of course, this can only be sorted within each of the top-level sub-embryos to not break this previously (manually) produced top-to-bottom assignment. For (b), we want to be able to highlight wrongly assigned cell pairs by assuming that if one pair is wrong then another proposed pair is likely also wrong and would share similar properties to the first wrong pair. This situation can be captured by the Tanimoto similarity [1], which we calculate for all possible pairs of mother cells of a given level.

Then, as one target (mother) cell is highlighted (e.g., in the view in Figure 4), in the 3D view, we show those other mother cells similar to the target if its Tanimoto similarity is larger than 25% by encoding with a magenta color (Figure 8). The biologists can then review this limited range of possibly wrongly predicted pairs.

### 3.4 Further Interaction Design and Decision Making

We based our new interaction design on our previous tool LineageD (see Figure 9) and added ML model interactions to help the
Fig. 10. The interaction process of checking the model predictions. Biologists can target one cell from either the 3D view or the 2D hierarchical tree. If they are happy with the prediction, they can confirm the pair, and the bar then turns green as in 01/a. If they disagree with the prediction, they can double-click to see the details of the prediction and adjust.

biologists to understand the different models’ decisions and to make potential adjustments (as illustrated in Figure 10). Before making a new prediction, we now allow biologists to specify custom features based on their background and then to train the five different ML models with these. Once satisfied with the trained models, they can load their dataset and use LineageD’s lasso selection which enables people to draw polygons to divide an embryo into subparts in a top-down fashion. In this way, they can build the top tree to constrain the ML later on and to create better predictions. Then, biologists can start to use the models to make predictions. In addition to the visualization of the different predictions by pair that we discussed in Section 3.3, we also provide the possibility to hover over a given ML model representation to highlight all those pairings that were predicted by this model (see Figure 11). To meet the requirements of some biologists who are used to doing the lineage assignment by sub-embryos (the top subtrees), we also allow them to double-click a specific top-level sub-embryo to only display the cells within this sub-embryo, without all the other cells in the 3D view and with the selected sub-embryo highlighted in the hierarchical tree (Figure 12). Finally, for each ML model, we also allow the biologists to change the weight as desired. Then, we adjust the corresponding visualizations and future predictions accordingly. We also enabled biologists to trace their progress using the horizontal bars between parent cells and their children cells.

Fig. 11. The illustration of the hovering effect. In this figure, users hover over the model Random Forest. All the pairs predicted by this model would be highlighted with red strokes in the hierarchical tree. Also, the corresponding cell in the thumbnail would turn red too. The horizontal bars indicate the checking status of each pair. Pairs with orange bars, like cell 75, represent that the cells were corrected by biologists. Green bars, like the bar of cell 78, indicate that biologists agreed with the ML predictions. All pairs with other colors are not checked by biologists.

Fig. 12. The illustration of the function to enable users to target one sub-embryo. Here a user focuses on CellN-11. Then the 3D view only displays the cells within this part, and in the hierarchical tree, we make the other cells transparent. In this way, biologists can easily focus on a sub-embryo to check predicted assignments.

The bars of confirmed pairs are marked green, while we mark the corrected ones in orange as shown in Figure 11.

4 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

We now detail our implementation, including datasets, models, and technical realization of the visual representations in our tool.

4.1 Datasets

We received the original embryo datasets in SURF format from our biology collaborator, who had processed the data with the biological tool Avizo. This format includes the names of the cells in the embryo, the surface mesh that represents each cell, and the corresponding vertex locations. The cell names consist of a string and a unique number (e.g., Cell001 or Materials002). We extract the unique ID in these names and use them as labels for the cells in LineageD+. We number any newly created parent cell by continuing this count, as suggested by the biologists. For any previously (manually) assigned embryo dataset, we also received another text file that records this information. From this file we extract the corresponding lineage hierarchy for the given embryo.

4.2 Models

We implemented the neural network model using TensorFlow.js (v. 3.8.0) to train and predict a sequential model, while for the other four models in our tool we used the library ml.js. Specifically, we use the packages libsvm-js (v. 0.2.1), ml-knn (v. 3.0.0),
We recruited 6 biologists (3 females and 3 males), aged 32–61 years. All of them have been conducting research in plant cell lineage or a related field for 3 to 20 years (mean: 11 years, sd: 6.957 years, median: 12.5 years). We anonymized their personal data with a related field for 3 to 20 years (mean: 11 years, sd: 6.957 years, median: 12.5 years). We anonymized their personal data with a related field for 3 to 20 years (mean: 11 years, sd: 6.957 years, median: 12.5 years). We anonymized their personal data with a related field for 3 to 20 years (mean: 11 years, sd: 6.957 years, median: 12.5 years).

All of the output models are 1 or 0 with the default threshold, indicating which group this pair belongs to: sisters or non-sisters. The neural network model consists of two hidden layers with ReLU activation functions and one final output layer with sigmoid. We also used the ml.js library to get the accuracy with a k-fold (k=50) cross-validation. To detect similar pairs (i.e., to help the biologists to efficiently find error-prone pairs), we used Tanimoto similarity and distance methods with this library. For the default datasets, we pre-trained and saved the ML models for quick accessibility. We also support online training with feature sets customized by the biologists, yet a re-training with a custom feature selection requires computation in the order of hours to days.

4.3 Visualizations

We used JavaScript together with Node.js (v. 14.15.0) and Express.js (v. 4.17.1) to build the interface structure including a static back-end server. We implemented the charts that present the model properties and the hierarchical tree with D3 [3]. For visualizing the embryos in 3D, we used vtk.js (v. 19.0.4) [36].

5 Evaluation Study with Experts

To evaluate whether our system can help biologists with better assigning cells using multiple machine learning algorithms, we conducted a case study evaluation with six biologists with specific expertise in cell lineage. We chose qualitative experiments because they can provide a more holistic view of all the factors that would influence visualization and people’s usage [6], [28]. We extended our existing ethics application for our work on cell lineage (AVIS № 2021-46) to get permission for this human-subjects evaluation from our institution’s (Inria) ethical review board. We also pre-registered the experiment online (osf.io/2fuc).

5.1 Datasets

To allow our participants to get familiar with the LineageD+ interface, we used a 16-cell embryo in the training session. For the actual case study, we used a larger dataset with 64 cells. As we had found in our previous work, biologists build the hierarchical tree using both a bottom-up and a top-down approach. Since the purpose of this study is to evaluate the visualizations of machine learning algorithms (i.e., in the bottom-up approach), we pre-set the top part of the hierarchical tree in advance so that biologists could focus on interactions with the bottom-up predictions.

5.2 Participants

We recruited 6 biologists (3 females and 3 males), aged 32–61 years (mean: 49.5 years), via social networking and mailing lists. All of them have been conducting research in plant cell lineage or a related field for 3 to 20 years (mean: 11 years, sd: 6.957 years, median: 12.5 years). We anonymized their personal data with a participant number (P1–P6). Their specific research focus included bio-image analysis and modernization (P1), plant gene expression (P2), bio-mathematics (P3), cytology image analysis (P4), cell division (P5), and cytogenetics (P6). Three of the participants (P1, P2, and P3) had created cell lineage datasets (daily, once a week, and several times a year), while the others work on general cell lineage problems as opposed to establishing the lineage themselves. P1 conducted the experiment remotely via videoconferencing, while P2 and P3 participated in person. The in-person attendees used their preferred working PCs or laptops (some with separate large screens) in a meeting room. P1, P2, and P3 had worked with our previous tool LineageD before, while the others had not. With respect to experience in machine learning, P1, P2, and P6 do not use ML in their professional work, while P4 and P5 have some experience in using deep learning for segmentation, and P3 is familiar with convolutional neural networks (CNNs) for image processing.

5.3 Procedure

The study consisted of three parts: a training session, an observational study, and a post-study interview. Before the study began, we distributed a consent form and a background and demographic form for participants to complete. We also asked them four questions about their previous experience in cell lineage and machine learning. For the offline studies, we let participants read and sign an image and voice recording consent form to allow us to take pictures and/or audio recordings. We started the study only after receiving formal consent. Our participants were not paid but received free access to our online tool as compensation.

In the training session, we gave a brief introduction about the purpose and the process of the study. For the remote participant, we asked them to open the website on Chrome using the credentials we provided and to follow us during this training. The training session for this online participant took longer because the remote communication added difficulty for the expert to understand some of the functions of the tool. After the initial introduction was complete, we showed them the procedure of doing the cell lineage for the 16-cell embryo. They could interrupt us for questions at any time. The overall training part took about 15 minutes for the on-site sessions, and about 20 minutes for the remote session.

After the participants felt that they were familiar with the interface, we introduced them to the task of assigning the 64-cell embryo. For the remote participant, we asked them to share the screen with us and talk about what they were doing and thinking during the assignment process. We also recorded the screen and audio with the participants’ permission for later analysis. For the in-person sessions, we observed the participants’ actions and took notes on how they operated the system. Once they finished the assignments, we conducted a post-study interview using a pre-designed question list (see Appendix [A]), asking them about their experience with the interface. We also asked them to fill out a System Usability Scale (SUS) [14] to assess their experience.

5.4 Study Results

The study process took approximately 60–120 minutes, depending on how fast each expert could get familiar with the tool (ranging from 10 to 15 minutes). The duration was also subject to their available time slots. All participants finished the assignments of at least one generation, and could quickly get familiar with the system under our guidance—especially in the in-person cases. Five participants identified key difficulties in assigning cell pairs for the 64-cell embryo, and reported uncertainty about their decisions. They noted that there were cases where one cell had two possible sisters. In this case, they would trust the machine learning first and come back to correct the assignments later if necessary. The other participant had no problem with the assignments because they knew the embryo quite well.

Workflow. We observed how participants operated the system during the observational portion of the study. Four participants...
did the assignments using similar steps as we observed from our previous study with LineageD, which means that they did not refer to the detailed predictions of each cell during the assignments and instead made decisions on their own. Detailed predictions refer to information such as which model provided a specific prediction and the prediction distribution of a specific cell (as shown in Figure 6 and Figure 5). For them, they already had the assignment ideas when targeting a given cell. When the machine learning algorithm gave incorrect lineage assignments, participants corrected them without checking other proposals from the ML. Thus, in short, the experts compared the ML proposal with their own ideas to make the corrections. Another participant only checked the details when she was not sure about a sister. The final participant, in contrast, checked all the potential sister cells proposed by machine learning and then made a decision. When checking the current pair, whether it was right or wrong, she would always traverse the proposed sister cells to make sure the other options were wrong. Unfortunately, the biologists targeted the children cells instead of the parent cell to find the wrong pairs. This led to their heavy reliance on the target and sister view of the tool.

In addition, all experts assigned the lineage based on the pre-set top-down sub-embryos. They would finish the assignments of all cells in one sub-embryo and then move on to the next one. Four of them used our sub-embryo view (Figure 12) to only focus on a specific sub-embryo, while the other two went through the cells in the tree order but without engaging the sub-embryo view.

**Visual Representations.** All participants appreciated the visual information design for the hierarchy and machine learning. P1 and P5 noted that they fully understand the interface. P3 felt that all elements are useful and especially favored the tree visualization design because it links with the 3D view and is easy to understand. P2, P3, and P6 stated that it is really important to have the 3D view instead of the traditional 2D slices so that biologists can see the embryo to better understand it. P4 also suggested exporting the view in 3D so that she can show her assignments to others. P6 expressed her appreciation of the tool development because, for older biologists like her, the tool is easy to use and “cannot be better for her.” The only concern she had is that the red highlight coloring can be unfriendly for people with color impairments.

P3 and P4 also provided feedback for future work, noting that they missed a view of only the target cell that would have allowed them to carefully check the shapes of individual cells and their children. P5 was not familiar with the 3D interaction techniques and needed some time to get used to them. Another potential improvement proposed by P3 was to distinguish the level in the tree from the division generation of a given cell. In every round, the ML models predict one level, but this level does not necessarily correspond to the true generation because, when the data is being captured, the embryo can be in the process of division. In this case, some cells in the embryo are in a different generation than the others, and the prediction currently does not consider this situation.

**Machine Learning Design.** Before starting our observational study, we asked all participants about their expectations with respect to machine learning. P1 and P3 envisioned the possibilities of two cells being sisters so that they can better make decisions. P2 hoped that the ML models can do all the work automatically and only leave the checking job for him. P2 and P5 also hoped the models would be applicable to other datasets (i.e., other species) and tools. P6 assumed that ML can help predict both the past and the future of embryos. It means that, hopefully, models can predict not only the hierarchical tree, but also the future fate of the cells.

After our study, we asked the participants what they think of the machine learning support in LineageD+. Though four of them reported that they did not have enough time to fully experience the ML in terms of using ML for other more datasets, all participants appreciated the prediction results. The three biologists who had used LineageD before said that the performance and experience of LineageD+ are much better than the previous version. All experts also thought the visualizations of machine learning are readable and easy to understand. P6 reported that interacting with machine learning made her feel like she was discussing with the computer in making assignment decisions. She started to look at one proposed pair and targeted one of the children cell. For her, the machine learning was proposing other options in the semi-donut chart and she would almost “talk” to the model about whether it is wrong or if it makes sense. She felt she did not have to think much but just traversed the proposals from machine learning.

As for improving the machine learning itself and how it can be deployed, though P1 and P2 did not refer to the detailed predictions of each cell from ML, they were curious about how models worked and why models gave such predictions. P2 and P6 were also interested in knowing why models can come up with a specific wrong pair. P3 argued that he cannot decide the model weights in the very beginning. It required much time to interact with the system so that users can choose and decide the preferred model weights. He and P2 would love to see the machine learning do the weight adjusting job for them. P4 was concerned that she would potentially be influenced by the proposed predictions from machine learning. Though there are vague situations where the assignment for one cell has multiple solutions, the ML would pick one solution automatically for the biologists, and they would need to manually try out the other possibilities. P2, P3, and P4 would love to have the models updated based on their corrections and then predict future pairs using the updated model. Another wish of P2 and P6 was that the ML models should predict the two directions, top-down and bottom-up, rather than only bottom-up. Also, P2 thought it would be better to report the feature weights used by the models and to enable users to change these weights as well. Since P1 and P3 were used to assigning embryos section by section, they would have loved to have the machine learning predict all assignments within a sub-embryo, instead of only a single level.

**Interaction Design.** We asked participants about their interaction experience both with the general interface and with the ML models. For the general system, P1, P2, and P3 favored the interaction connection between the 3D view and the 2D view. P1 said that in traditional tools, such as the TreeJ plugin to Fiji ImageJ, it is hard to find the exact cell with the 2D slices, but LineageD+ perfectly solved this problem for her. P2 and P4 were impressed by the sub-embryo focusing function. It enabled them to clearly make decisions within the range constraints and thus reduced potential errors. In addition, P2 appreciated that he could adjust the ML model weights and that the detailed information about the ML predictions was not presented all at once but instead in layers that could interactively be revealed. Also, P3 and P4 appreciated the explosion and peeling function to solve the occlusion problem. P4 and P6 liked the interactions for comparing different potential sisters in the target and sister view. Interestingly, P6 appreciated the use of mouse clicks for making re-assignments, yet both P1 and P3 reported that they were confused by the single- and double-click actions in the tool. Though they could understand the use of these clicks after we explained the differences to them (single click to target cells and double click to assign cells), P6 would have liked a...
more detailed manual for people without technical support. P1, as the only remote participant, expressed her concern as to whether or not she could finish the assignments without the experimenter’s help. In addition, P4 and P5 felt it was inconvenient to have the buttons below the hierarchical tree, and P4 would have preferred the tool to have a right-click menu for the tree interaction.

Potential Influence. In the post-study interview, we asked participants how fast their construction can be and how confident they felt about the results after sufficient training. Overall, all participants thought that LineageD+ can help save time, even though they would check every proposed pair. Also, based on P1’s feedback, the speed of using LineageD+ partially depends on how familiar a biologist is with the analyzed embryo. When the biologist had never done any assignments for the specific embryo before, the machine learning predictions can be a large help for the thinking and decision-making process. Yet, the effect may not be so obvious for familiar embryos because biologists need to go through every cell anyway. P4 and P6 would love to try out other datasets to confirm the assumed improvement of assignment efficiency. Reporting on their confidence in working with LineageD+, P4, P5, and P6 thought they would feel very confident because they can easily understand and use the tool to check every step. P3 thought that LineageD+ offers the same confidence as if he would manually establish the lineage. P5 assumed that his confidence in the results can reach about 90%. The other participants would feel equally confident with the results from the traditional tool because they would basically do the same assignments.

In addition, we asked the biologists whether they thought the tool would change the traditional approach they used in the assignment. All of them believed that LineageD+ can possibly change the strategies they used. P1 and P2 assigned the cell lineage sub-embryo by sub-embryo, and the ML predictions build the tree level by level. They were used to the sub-embryo-based assignment because they wanted to move the embryo slices as little as possible in their traditional tools, but in LineageD+ biologists knew where they are thanks to the 3D visualizations and they thus may switch to a level-by-level assignment with some training. P4 specifically emphasized this notion because LineageD+ provides clear visualizations of individual cells as well as how two sister cells can be combined. P6 noted that tools for biologists should be free and easily accessible and that LineageD+ meets this requirement.

We also calculated the System Usability Scale rating an average of 77.67/100 (sd: 15.77) on average, which is higher than the average SUS score (68) [3]. Yet it can still be improved via all the aspects mentioned by the participants as we reported. Among all participants, only one gave a score lower than the average SUS score, who was the remote attendant—a possible reason being that the networking and communication affected her experience. Compared with LineageD’s SUS score of 68, the improved score could be due to LineageD+’s improved model performance and interaction experience. Another possible reason is that five participants conducted the study in person (compared to LineageD) so that, if they encountered problems, they could get timely help.

6 Discussion
Based on the study results and biologists’ feedback, we summarize the following points as takeaways from our work.

6.1 Various Interaction Types with ML Visualizations
First, we observed that experts use machine learning and the visualization of its details depending on their level of expertise, their familiarity with a given dataset or task, their background, and the perceived performance of the ML models. For example, when a biologist was familiar with the species of the embryo, they would concentrate on checking the ML’s assignments and largely only validate the predictions—provided that the model would perform well. Only if the model made apparent mistakes they would explore alternative assignments and quickly settle on an alternative cell pair based on their experience. Biologists with less experience with the embryo’s species, in contrast, would rely more heavily on the visualizations of the ML predictions to compare alternatives and ultimately make decisions. Looking at the specific backgrounds of the biologists, those who usually do not create cell lineage datasets but focus more on other questions in the context of the general problem (e.g., segmentations) were more likely to explore the other functions, including the machine learning prediction details. The participants who work on creating cell lineage would primarily use the lineage assignment or confirmation functionality and would not check the details of the ML visualization. Despite this diverse expertise and range of experience, all biologists assigned cells for at least one level using either approach thanks to our ML visualization and interaction design. Therefore, our staggered way of presenting an increasing amount of detail about the ML predictions is effective in supporting this range of potential users and their needs, and this method can potentially be applied to other domains where experts have a diverse level of knowledge about ML approaches.

During the design and evaluation process, we also found that LineageD+ allowed biologists to interact with the ML predictions in a “communicable” way. One participant (P6) even treated the ML proposals as if the machine learning was suggesting the potential sister cells to her in real-time, and she “explained” to the ML models (i.e., to us in the think-aloud protocol) the reasons why a prediction was reasonable or not. Though she spent more time traversing the proposals, such a workflow was appealing to her and may be similar for other biologists with less experience and knowledge in constructing cell lineage. As she described it in the study, the ML served a similar role as a colleague with whom she would discuss the assignment, and for such a “narrative interaction” an initial assignment proposal (as provided by the ML) and the human’s control over the final decision—human-AI teaming—is needed, and this approach could be highly beneficial beyond the specific application we have studied in this work.

6.2 Customized ML Interaction Design
Another interesting point we observed is that the experts generally use the ML models to improve their immediate efficiency, instead of spending time on other tasks with long-term rewards. In our case, e.g., the main purpose is to get the cells assigned. We observed that the biologists tried to complete the study as soon as possible, rather than checking the detailed prediction from ML models—even though the information could have helped them to decide on proper model weights and thus benefited them in the future. To help experts with such situations, when designing a system we need to record their behavior and develop additional ML models to automatically support those tasks—such as adjusting the model weights or the weights of the individual features for future training.

In addition, based on the varied expectations and preferences of the biologists, we saw that we need to support ML predictions by both levels and sections, and potentially even top-down predictions. This means that we really need customized ML support, instead of a single generic black box which cannot easily meet everyone’s
requirements. Customized machine learning behaviors and their corresponding visualization—as we provided it in our approach—can be helpful (yet further developments need to add the suggested additional functionality). This ML customization and visualization can also be extended to other scenarios where different target users have diverse working habits. Corresponding interactive visualization can then help users to customize their model use, in addition to providing assistance in interpreting the ML. For instance, visualization can help users to better understand their actual needs to then allow them to pick a suitable model.

6.3 Visualization for and as part of Human-AI Teaming

Our case study thus showed us that visualization can play an essential role in a user’s interaction with ML models. In this context we do not see the AI components as a superior authority but instead, as a collaborator with whom one can and should interact. Our visualizations of the details of the ML model predictions thus serve as a mechanism to support this human-AI teaming [25], to ultimately come to the best possible result in a manageable amount of time. This concept certainly does not apply to all applications of machine learning or AI, but it can be useful in those cases where the outcome is crucial, the manual checking is essential and feasible, or where it is likely that the models can make mistakes due to the complex nature of the given problem. It supports the ideas proposed by Heer [15] that we need to design automation based on the nature of the task, and humans need to be the initiators of critical decisions.

In our case, the specific lineage hierarchy that results from the processing with LineageD+ is important because the biologists need to further analyze it. Yet even the biologists themselves are occasionally unsure about some cells’ assignments. Moreover, our training datasets come from embryos manually assigned by biologists, and their number is limited (only 93 embryos at this point). Under such circumstances, a single ML model is likely to make mistakes. Though most correctly proposed sisters were predicted by the majority of models, there are a few cases where only one model gave accurate predictions. Although multiple ML models can partially make up for this problem, the biologists would feel more confident if they checked all cell pairs of any new dataset to ensure that they are correctly assigned, as they stated in the study. Consequently, in our application, the biologists are interacting with the machine learning models to come to a final conclusion, as opposed to simply accepting an ML-provided result. The human experts, ultimately, have gained a lot of experience in their education that we may not be able to capture with ML models even for larger training datasets, and in this case, the experts still have the choice to overrule the model-suggested assignments. Such a teaming approach as allowing humans to fully control the essential results can potentially be used for other system designs so that domain experts can produce reliable and satisfying results.

7 LIMITATIONS

Naturally, our approach is not without limitations. To start, LineageD+ was built based on LineageD, and some limitations of the latter still apply in our extended approach. First, we chose to apply the ML models to predict the assignments level-by-level. Although some biologists preferred to have the sector-by-sector ML predictions, we designed this because the potential corrections of the current level would invalidate a complete predicted sector. Yet it would be interesting to compare biologists’ experience and feedback towards these two different ML appliances. Second, we do not update the ML models based on the interaction patterns of the biologists. While this would technically be possible, the benefit would likely be limited because of the rather small set of training data. Without such an interactive updating process the interaction with the ML is not really a “discussion” as was implied by P6 in our study. Thus, we would be interested in combining our approach with techniques from explainable AI that would allow us to create an environment in which the ML could participate more in a “discussion.” Third, in both systems, biologists typically check all cells—even those with the proposed assignments—because they feel more confident after checking every pair. As a result, the lineage process still takes time, especially for large embryos.

We would also be interested to include precision in our system to visualize the predictions and help the biologists with their decision-making. Finally, we used a limited set of training datasets (93 embryos) from biologists. A larger number of manually assigned embryos can potentially improve the model performance.

Our specific human-AI teaming approach in LineageD+ and our evaluation have limitations as well. Based on the biologists’ traditional workflow, we introduced ML algorithms and improved and designed the usage of LineageD+. This new way of establishing the cell lineage for an embryo dataset is challenging for biologists because they are often not familiar with the use of 3D visualizations and interactions, the use of ML in general or specific models, and also our specific interaction design. They need time to understand the representations of the ML predictions and get trained to do the assignments with such a system. Also, we used only a certain set of features all with equal weight and included only 5 ML models in LineageD+, again with the default weight of 1. Introducing other features with diverse weights may improve the ML models, and including more models can possibly increase the overall precision for biologists. Meanwhile, developing additional ML models to automatically change the feature and model weights could potentially ease the biologists’ mental workload. In our evaluation study, we recruited “only” 6 experts in the specific field (plant embryo lineage) to validate our system design, and half of them had used LineageD before so they might have had biases. Other minor usability issues noted by biologists are that, first, the raw data in the first stage may not be clean, because the snapshot may include cells of different generations. In this case, the ML models need to detect the differences. Second, there is a format constraint for the uploaded data file. Though it can be obtained via morphonet packages, we used the mesh data from a paid tool instead of a more generally-used tool. It adds difficulty to the generalization. Moreover, we directly used the segmented data, while such manual cell segmentation is often time-consuming. In addition, we dealt with data including cell boundary labels, and the tool cannot be applied to data without such boundary labels.

8 Conclusion

Traditionally, ML models are frequently used to take over otherwise tedious tasks and can assist people in finishing complicated work. Often, we do not even change anything about the way the ML does its work but treat it as a black-box tool. Sometimes, however, people also check the decision-making process, examine the results, and give feedback to models to improve them. In such scenarios, visualization can serve as a bridge to connect people with ML. In such a process, however, the ML models often dominate the decision and the other parties’ (people and visualization) work
or are used to improve the ML’s performance. In our project, in contrast, we did not aim to improve the ML models and accepted that any given ML model will have limitations, in particular in cases when the training data is inherently sparse or inconsistent. We then treated the ML as a tool that helps people make decisions but that no longer is the final authority. We then demonstrated that visualization, in this relationship, can empower people to find a balance between their own experience and ML models’ proposals and thus engage with the ML as if it was another collaborator. As people have a diverse sets of needs, such human-AI teaming may not be used here. We also make them available under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY 4.0) license and share them at osf.io/dcek9.
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APPENDIX

A: QUESTION LIST

Before the study:

- Do you use ML in your professional work? Could you please explain in details?
- Is this the first time you have used LineageD?
- What expectations do you have for the use of machine learning in the context of establishing the cell lineage?
- How often do you create cell lineage datasets? (Once a year, once a month, once a week, several times a week, daily or more often, or I do not create cell lineage datasets but I work on this general problem)

After the study:

- How do you think this approach/tool compares to the traditional ImageJ tool/your previous tools (explain what) in doing the cell lineage?
- In the LineageD+, how do you generally feel about the visual representations that we use?
- What do you generally think of the ML support in LineageD+?
- Do our visual representations of the ML models support your decision process? Or are they confusing? Explain please.
- How do you feel about the interaction with the different ML models that we provide? Explain please.
- What specific parts/elements do you like or dislike?
- What interaction or visualization do you miss?
- Do you think LineageD+ changes how you approach the assignment process (strategies you used)? If yes, in what way? If not, why not?
- Would you change something about how the ML is being employed?
- After sufficient training, how fast do you think it would be for you to construct the cell lineage, compared to your traditional approach?
- Again after sufficient training, how confident do you think you feel about the result that achieved establishing the lineage with the new tool, compared to your traditional approach?